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Notes Alaska PFS Evaluation Requirements Webinar  -                             May 10, 2017 
 
Here are highlights from the webinar which covers evaluation information as discussed in the 
PFS guidance document. Presenters were Bridget Hanson, and Jodi Barnett, Alaska PFS state 
evaluators who are available for any questions about this presentation. Objectives for this 
webinar was to provide Alaska PFS coalitions understanding of overall project evaluation 
expectations; significance of baseline data collection in the evaluation plan; differences between 
federal evaluation requirements and Alaska PFS evaluation. In addition, a thorough discussion 
of an example community logic model, its key components and utilities of the community logic 
model was covered at length.  
 
For specific content covered in this training, please refer to the webinar Power Point slides.  

The Strategy Evaluation Plan template (Steps of the SPF/5. Evaluate Efforts) is available on the 

web site at: http://www.iser.uaa.alaska.edu/Projects/pfs/step5.php 

Alaska PFS Coalitions are in moving forward with Step 3: Strategic Planning tasks; drafts of 
strategic plans are due May 15, 2017; final strategic plans are due June 30, 2017 

- as with data assessment work that has been completed, the evaluation process is data-driven; 
coalitions will use data to make decisions (not hunches or guesses) 

 

- purpose of data assessment work was collecting community data to identify most important 

community factors influencing Rx opioid misuse and heroin use - same process will be used in 
evaluation process; coalitions will collect data about the chosen strategies to address 
community factors to see whether there’s the desired effect in communities that is intended 
 
-the more targeted that community factors are, the easier it will be choosing strategies and 
evaluate efforts; an example is if data say kids are getting Rx drugs from friends and family – 
consider asking whether they’re stealing Rx opioids from parents because parents are not 
disposing of Rx properly to take it a step further for evaluation purposes 

 
-being as focused and specific as possible to community factors makes the rest of the project a 
lot easier overall, and easier to evaluate  

 
- Once community factors are identified, plugging them into your overall community logic models 
can be used when sharing information and helping guide and focus planning efforts and 
discussions; gives coalition and stakeholders a snapshot of what the project is trying to 
accomplish; can be used as a 1-page communication tool when communicating to others what 
the project is trying to accomplish, where you're headed and what strategies you’re using; 
important to enter community factors that as clear as possible into community logic model 
 
- variety of strategies including media campaigns to change knowledge and increase 
information on risk of harm and easy access are being considered by coalitions; examples 
include: disposal bags, safe storage and locking up prescriptions to prevent easy access, pill 
pods; working with prescribers 
 
Some coalitions have not chosen specific strategies at this point; evaluators said this is okay 
because coalitions should consider evaluation requirements while choosing and refining 
strategies 

http://www.iser.uaa.alaska.edu/Projects/pfs/step5.php
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- well-focused and well-defined community factors are important considerations in community 
logic model; if strategies are not aligned with community factors the process will be much more 
challenging; process includes making changes and revisions to find unique community 
approaches that best fit strategies 
 
-community logic model discussion included combination tracking methods for measuring 
collected data for reach of awareness products: ask media outlet for information on reach, and 
number of times information is going out; conduct a quarterly random survey of 100 adults 
(before and after strategy is implemented) at DMV with people who might be willing to fill out a 
quick survey about a media campaign, or whether they’re storing Rx differently and about 
disposing of Rx opioids 
 
-consider using graphs for data collection results (baseline data) is helpful for spotting trends 
and patterns, interpreting results to see if changes are necessary if the results you’re hoping for 
are not showing then some changes might be necessary 
 
- baseline data will tell you if there is an increase or decrease from initial levels; PFS team is 
available to help coalitions with strategy evaluation plans, questions about baseline data, 
suggestions on thinking about ways to measure indicators  
 
- some coalitions may consider policy change as strategies; example discussed is educating 
pharmacy patients about sharing Rx with others; consider graphing series of steps that take 
place to see progress of policy establishment and whether policy change occurs (leadership 
support, training, changing the policies and procedures manual); 
 
-if a policy is established doesn’t always indicate it's being practices; by tracking compliance 
before and after can be a way to collect data to see if change is happening 
 
-coalitions encouraged to use both qualitative and quantitative data to evaluate their programs 
and  strategies comprehensively; methods complement each other and can be helpful to see 
the bigger picture of situations than when using just one or the other; stories help speak to the 
different kinds of stakeholders 
 
-some things to consider when choosing strategies the relevance to community factors, the time 
needed to plan and implement all the evaluation requirements including baseline data collection, 
budget and the time available for the potential for community-level change, how sustainable 
strategies are to go beyond the end of this grant 
 
Reminders 
 
Next Cohort Call is Monday, May 22 at 10 a.m. 
 
Please cc Suzanne (alaskapfs@gmail.com) when submitting draft strategic plans so coalition 
strategies can be compiled and distributed before the cohort call to help facilitate the discussion 
on May 22  
 
Draft strategic plans  
 

mailto:alaskapfs@gmail.com
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- coalitions will not have all strategies selected by then; in draft strategic plans coalitions are 
encouraged to outline community factors and community factors they’re hoping to target with 
media campaigns; be explicit about this area in the community logic models  
 
-to help facilitate feedback from state eval team, consider adding notes to any questions, 
decision points you need guidance or feedback on, or decisions that still need to be made 

 
Q & A period 
 
Here are a few questions from the Q&A at the end of the presentation 
 
Does anyone have experience counting amount of opioids at disposal sites or success with this 
and getting that information from their site?  
 
Response: Not much is known here in Anchorage; HVHC experience is drop offs at Take Back 
events are anonymous drop so they keep track of pounds collected rather than type of drugs 
collected.  
 
State eval team: even though pounds collected is not a precise measurement it wouldn’t be 
feasible to look sort bins to see what drugs are disposed; the assumption is if there's an 
increase in drugs overall that are disposed of during a Take Back event, there's an increase in 
the number of opioids; limits: you wouldn’t know the changes that happened over the course of 
the year because you don't have baseline data to compare 
 
State eval team is happy to brainstorm methods to help coalitions think about more precise 
indicators; some alternative methods might be: 
-an in-person data collection at the DMV 
-a track list to see what kinds of things are disposed of 
-an online survey and ask people in line to go online anonymously to share what kinds of drugs 
are disposed of  
 
-C4K shared an article about a Take Back event and contents of what they was received in the 
disposal. The article will be posted as a resource on the PFS web site 
 
Coalition asked a questions regarding use of Rx Destroyers for people who are unable to travel 
to the police department during the year, or who don't go to the take back days. How do we get 
an exact number from that? 
 
Response: consider possibly asking people to go online to complete a quick survey; ask them to 
call (not everyone will call, but keep the kind of data to the extent that you can; for disposal bags 
at a public site, consider measuring the pounds for number of pills; maybe a staff member could 
be present to monitor, or tally how many people come in and use it; or consider putting up a 
sign asking people to mark the date, or use a golf clicker to record their disposal and type of 
drug as an anonymous method for getting data 

 
What are examples of what coalitions are doing planning for media campaigns? 

 
Discussion: some coalitions have found they’re doing similar media campaigns. They expressed 
an interest in collaborating; sharing media messaging and media purchasing to get stretch 
resources  
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Makes sense if coalitions are finding similar community factors then the message will be similar 
so it makes sense; there isn’t a lot of money for individual communities so if there's a way to 
stretch resources that's encouraged to make money go further and being efficient with the 
limited dollars that are available especially if community factors overlap 
 
HVHC will be happy to share evaluation tool when it is developed; working with creator of pill 
pods as part of awareness campaign 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 


